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iUniverse, United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 147 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A mystery surrounds the lush orchards and farmlands
of California s Sacramento River Delta. As Sara Mason returns to her hometown in order to start a
new life, she learns that a serial killer is terrorizing its residents. Despite battling the memory of the
drowning deaths of her younger sister and alcoholic parents, Sara is determined to make peace
with her past. However, she soon learns that the elusive psychopath who strangles his victims, snaps
their necks, and then buries each along with a dead animal, is now stalking her. Sara s attempt to
rebuild her life is hindered even more by the discovery of skeletal remains both on and near her
property. She must move out as the criminal investigation focuses on suspects like the gravedigger
Crazy Ike, a cat-killing vagrant, a Peeping Tom, and several others who may be connected to the
twenty-eight victims. After several attempts on her life, Sara discovers critical clues and bravely
volunteers to be a decoy for the sheriff s department. Sara Mason is a woman whose destiny has
brought her...
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This ebook will never be straightforward to get started on looking at but really fun to read. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read
through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Mr s. Anya  K a utz er-- Mr s. Anya  K a utz er

The ideal pdf i at any time go through. It is really basic but unexpected situations from the fi y percent of your pdf. Its been designed in an extremely easy
way and is particularly only after i finished reading this pdf through which really changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . K endr ick Str a cke-- Pr of . K endr ick Str a cke
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